BEFORE THE CANTERBURY REGIONAL COUNCIL

UNDER

The Resource Management Act 1991 (Act)

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

Application CRC190445 by the Christchurch City Council
for a comprehensive resource consent to discharge
stormwater from within the Christchurch City area and
Banks Peninsula settlements on or into land, into water
and into coastal environments

MINUTE OF COMMISSIONERS IN RESPONSE TO MEMORANDUM OF
COUNSEL FOR THE APPLICANT DATED 6 MARCH 2019

1

1

By Memorandum dated 6 March 2019, Mr Pizzey for the applicant
sought clarification as to our intent in paragraphs 9 and 10 of our
Minute of 4 March 2019.

2

That Memorandum sought clarification around our reference to the “1:5
year flood level”.

3

We confirmed, through the Hearings Officer, that in terms of the
requested map, the request related to the 1:50 year event. We also
noted it would be useful if the modelled 1:5 year event level at Harbour
Road could be provided, although that need not be mapped.

4

Mr Pizzey has, through the Hearings Officer, sought clarification in
relation to the reference to the 1:5 year event. He advised there is not
a modelled 1:5 event level at Harbour Road. Modelling that scenario
and reporting the results would take a further four weeks.

5

Mr Pizzey also confirmed the applicant would be producing the 1:50
year map requested by the Commissioners from existing modelling; this
being a record of the maximum of a 50 year rainfall in combination with
a 5 year tide and a 50 year tide combined with a 5 year rainfall. He also
noted that Mr Harrington’s EIC at Appendix A Table 1 contains some
modelling information related to 1:50 year event of a 5 year rainfall
combined with a 50 year tide. Mr Pizzey advised that could be referred
to in Mr Harrington’s supplementary evidence, or the right of reply, if
that would assist.

6

We confirm that the applicant is to produce the 1:50 year map as
requested,

and,

to

assist

us,

request

that

Mr

Harrington’s

supplementary evidence reference the information in Appendix A Table
1 of his EIC. We do not require the 1:5 year event level at Harbour
Road to be modelled.

_________________________
David Caldwell
Chair

Dated: 14 March 2019

